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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
We describe the visual features used in the implementations of baseline concept detectors for our 
participation in NIST TRECVID 2006 high-level feature detection. Such features are part of the 
rich feature set that has been shown to be effective in previous TRECVID experiments, first in [1] 
then repeated in [2] and [3]. Original algorithms for extracting each feature may be found in 
references [4-6]. 

Publications of research using the feature data included here may acknowledge Akira 
Yanagawa and Digital Video/Multimedia Lab of Columbia University, and cite this technical 
report. References to original algorithms, when needed, should be made to those listed in the 
reference section. 
 
2. Edge Direction Histogram 
 
An Edge Direction Histogram denotes the direction of edge, literally [6]. The number of the bins 
is 73: 72 for edge direction quantized at 5 degrees and one bin is for non-edge points. To detect 
edge points, we used a Canny filter, and to get the direction, we calculated the gradient of each 
edge point by utilizing a Sobel operator. This histogram is normalized by the number of all pixels 
to cancel the effect of the image size.  

  



3. Gabor Filter 
 
Gabor filter banks are found to be useful for analyzing texture for image retrieval [4]. In [4], they 
derived a two-dimensional Gabor function to get the self-similar dictionary adjusted by two 
parameters: scale and orientation. To denote the texture in an image, we used the mean and 
standard deviations of the output of a Gabor filter by using the combinations of four scales and 
six orientations. 

 
4. Grid Color Moment 
 
Color histograms are useful in describing the color distribution in an image. However, since there 
is no local relationship between information in color histograms, it cannot always differentiate 
between objects. To compensate for this, we utilized grid color moment, in addition to color 
histograms. 

Color moment denotes the color distribution by using mean, standard deviation, and the 
third root of the skewness of each color channel[5]. If the value of the ith color channel at the (x,y) 

image pixel is i
xyp , and the width and height of grid are M and N respectively then the color 

moments are: 
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Where , ,s e s ex x y and y  are the start and end x coordinate and the start and end y 
coordinate, respectively. For color space, we used LUV, which is suitable for image recognition. In 
addition, we divided images into 5x5 grids. 



5. File Format: Edge Direction Histogram (73 dimensions) 

subshot  

The factor of fetures  

factor1[tab]factor2[tab]factor3[tab] ... factor73[tab]% Subshot name  

factor1[tab]factor2[tab]factor3[tab] ... factor73[tab]% Subshot name  

factor1[tab]factor2[tab]factor3[tab] ... factor73[tab]% Subshot name  

・ 

・ 

・  

 

6. File Format: Gabor (48 dimensions) 

subshot  

The factor of fetures  

time factor1 factor2 factor3 ... factor48  

time factor1 factor2 factor3 ... factor48  

time factor1 factor2 factor3 ... factor48  

・ 

・ 

・  

 



 
7. File Format: Grid Color Moments (225 dimensions) 

subshot  

The factor of fetures  

time factor1 factor2 factor3 ... factor225  

time factor1 factor2 factor3 ... factor225  

time factor1 factor2 factor3 ... factor225  

・ 

・ 

・  
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